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Disclaimer: JSC has endeavoured to ensure this information is accurate but recommends that for critical applications independent advice is obtained. 
These properties are only a guide, as timber is a natural product there will be variations within any species. * Air dry density (kg/m3) is average indication 
only and actual value may vary.  ** The Janka Dry Hardness rating measures the hardness of the wood. The higher the rating the harder the wood.   
This information may be updated at any time.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Grain
A frequent, wavy grain which can produce an 
attractive and high valued fiddleback effect. 
Texture moderately coarse.

Density/ strength
*Dry Density: 950 kg/m3 
**Janka Dry Hardness: 11 kN

Durability
Hard, durable and highly resistant to decay. A very 
tough timber. Often treated to enhance durability 
of sap or transition wood.

Distribution
Australian East Coast, South East Queensland to 
Northern regions of NSW.

Working qualities
Relatively easy to work, cuts easily and is also a 
good to fair bending timber

Uses
Applied and structural Flooring, Decking, 
Weatherboards, sleepers, bearers, board walks 
and the likes.

Spotted Gum is a strong and durable timber with good amount of natural 
oils. Ideal for applied and structural flooring. 

The word “spotted” refers to large spot like features that form on the tree 
as it sheds its bark in strips. With its PEFC certification, Spotted Gum 
meets some of the strictest environment criteria in the world and is only 
harvested from sustainably managed forests. Note: For comparable species speak to the JSC team about alternatives.

SPOTTED GUM
Corymbia maculata | Iron Gum

Naturally durable Hardworking timber  
for flooring & decking

Straight, even  
grain and texture

Very durable Australian timber perfect for decking and flooring


